Introduction
states clearly that "Anybody born by an Urhobo parent is an Urhobo". Yes. However, it is a crying fact that not all biologically Urhobo people speak Urhobo. Many have forgotten the smooth and soft flip of the tongue that produces the Urhobo [Γ] , or the curve of the lips when it articulates the phoneme [υ] . The general reason given for this predicament is that Urhobo is surrounded by other tribes and languages. To support this here is what Darah (2014, p. 54) says. "The immediate neighbours of the Urhobo are the Isoko to the east, Ukuani to the northeast and Edo (Bini) to the north, the Ijaw to the south and the Itsekiri to the southwest". As a result of this proximity, many Urhobo parents and children opt to speak izaw, itsekiri, kuani, etc., all languages of neighbouring tribes including the oyibo man's pidgin, hence the second language status of Urhobo. According to the Chapparal Poets (2007, p. 2) , "Repetition…is the purposeful re-use of words and phrases for an effect". Also, Moritz-Saladino (2015, p. 2) says that "New research conducted at Cambridge University has demonstrated that all you need to do is see a word 160 times in 14 minutes to truly know it. …Learning is simple when you repeat". This is basically the reason why, apart from other approaches, the poetic approach is being used. At this point, it should be noted that to learn Urhobo now, it would not only be seeing the word but also saying it that would help to fully use this repetitive aspect of poetry in teaching the Urhobo language. This is more so when the lesson content has to do with grammar. For this reason, I take my Carole Ejomafuvwe Akpofure -Okenrentie, Ph.D., Department of Languages and Linguistics, Delta State University.
DA VID PUBLISHING D bearing from methods of conjugating verbs in the French language grammar. The first, second and third persons singular and plural of the pronoun would be established through poetry. Conjugation of the verb "edia"/"to be" will then be effected also in poetic form, first in the singular, then in the plural form.
Objective
The aim of this work is to create avenues for the great population of Urhobo persons who thus far have neglected the language to be drawn back to it, learn it, and speak it. It is also hoped that those of us who have stayed with the language and who speak it would improve on our knowledge of it, speak it more and possibly speak it better.
Preamble to the Verb "Edia"
The verb "edia" cannot be conjugated or used in isolation. Therefore, the pronoun and its use have to be established before progressing to the verb.
Ediode
The pronoun While herself is listening Vwe ekuoma re eko re eruo na re e seri na, From the piece of poem we read we see that the a mrẹ re nẹ ẹko rẹ ọvo rẹ «ediodẹ» singular of the pronoun that we have rẹ eyono ri, ihwo erha eye ẹgba rẹ ihwo re just learnt is made up of three persons, first ereye ota rẹ iruo na vwọ phia. Ohwo rẹ person, second person and third person singular. ẹsosuọ rẹ ọvo, ohwo rẹ ive rẹ ọvo kugbe ohwo rẹ erha rẹ ọvo.
Owọrẹ ivẹ
Step two
Owọ rẹ e teri na, etinẹ e de ke yono kpahẹ Next we will learn the "Plural". "Ibuebu". Ẹjo. Ọsẹmẹ diẹ Ọnọkpaa. Iku egbe/Conversation -Ọvọke. Wẹwẹ ohwo rẹ igbo? Ẹjo. Mẹ diẹ ohwo rẹ igboo. Mẹvwẹ ọ rẹ urhobo. Kẹ owẹ vwo? -Omẹ? Mẹvwẹ jẹ ohwo rẹ urhobo. Mẹvwẹ ọ rẹ Uhwokori. Wẹwẹ ọ rẹ Urhobo rẹ itivọ? -Mẹvwẹ ọ rẹ Okpara. -Eyẹ? Ẹlọhọ, wẹ ọ rẹ Okpara? Kẹ ọye avwanre ihwivẹ na ihwo rẹ Agbon! Avwanre kẹ imoni! -Etiọye ọ epha. Si ekparo phiye enanọ nana./Write the answers to these questions in Urhobo.
Ibuebu
(1) Ọvọke ohwo rẹ igbo? (2) Ọvọke ohwo rẹ itivọ? (3) Ẹlọhọ ohwo rẹ itivọ vwẹ Urhobo? (4) Ẹkuotọ rẹ Urhobo vọ eye Uhwokori vẹ Okpara epha? (5) Tivọ ọye Ọvọke vẹ Ẹlọhọ da diẹ imoni? Ivokabulari: (1) Ọvọke -(Noun) Someone's name; (2) Ohwo -somebody/person; (3) Igbo -(Noun) Name of a tribe and the language; (4) Urhobo -(Noun) Name of a tribe and language; (5) Uhwokori -(Noun) Name of a town in Urhoboland; (6) Itivo -where; (7) Okpara -(Noun) Name of a town in Urhobo land; (8) Agbon -(Noun) Name of a clan; (9) Imoni -siblings; and (10) Etiọye ọ epha. -That's how it is/That is how it is.
E yono kpahẹ ihwo esa rẹ a vwọ reye eta rẹ We have now learnt of the six persons that are used Iruo vwọ wian nu re in the conjugation of verbs. A gba reye aye vwo yono ota rẹ iruo "ẹdia". Let us now use them to learn the verb "ẹdia".
Ota rẹ iruo "Ẹdia"
The verb "To be" 
Conclusion
This work is about the teaching and learning of the Urhobo verb "edia". However, before attempting this task, we had to first learn the usage of the pronoun Omẹvwẹ, Owẹwẹ, Ọye, etc.
It was stated at the beginning that the writer had in mind the Urhobo persons in the Diaspora as well as the new generation of Urhobo, for whom English had become first language and Urhobo, second language. For these groups of persons the English version had to be provided. This version should not be seen as a work of translation because it is not. It is somehow an equivalent of the Urhobo content which came spontaneously as the work progressed. This is evident in sequences like "Oma obọ roye/himself, herself". This could also have been "she herself". But poetry is also involved here, and as such there is economy of words. What is important however, is for Urhobo to be led back to her language and it is expected that this will be accomplished as time goes on.
The claim to have fully exhausted all that there is to know about this particular verb "edia" is not made here. There is a lot more to teach and to learn, but time and space constraints have forced this work to stop at this point. As time permits it will still be revisited in the very near future. This work is open to criticism, correction, addition, subtraction if need be, because no one person knows everything, especially when it has to do with language because it evolves. And the Urhobo language has come to a time when it must perforce grow and evolve.
